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III 3. Dtn 109 >' the Levites have received no hereditary share along with

In a recently published study, J. Milgrom builds upon the observation their kinsmen: the Lord is their portion, as the Lord your God spoke
of D. Z. Hoffmann that whenever Deuteronomy refers to its own state- (k'r dbr) concerning them.- Din 181-2: The Levitical priests, the
ments it employs the participial construction 'sF Inky mswh, "that which whole tribe of Levi, shall have no portion among their brother tn-
I command,. (e.g. 42, 40; 62,6; 118, 13, 22, 27, 28) but that when it refers to bes: the Lord is their portion, as he promised them (k'r dbrlw)
prior commands, it uses the past tense k'si swyty, "as I commanded. What is involved in these statements is the right of Levites to food
(e.g. Dtn 24s refers to Lev 13).78 Milgrom argues that the expressions offerings presented as sacrifices. Since according to Deuteronomy, all
k'.fr 2cwh/nibn/dbr found 32 times in Deuteronomy, is "Deuteronomy's Levites had the right to serve as priests at the altar (Din 186-8), the
'cf. its unique formula to indicate the sources which it assumes are so reference is to Num 1820 (P): " you shall, however, have no territorial
obvious to the reader that there is no need to quote them.79 Thus, share among them or own any portion in their midst; I am your pot
Dtn 512,12,16 in D's version of the Ten Commandments refers back to Ex tion and your share among the Israelites.- Milgrom correctly discerns
208-12; while Dtn4s and 528-29 refer back to the Covenant Code in Ex the anti-P polemical intent of the opening words in Dtn 18i *the Leviti-




2022-2319 (cf. Dtn 4t4).8° In three cases, Deuteronomy presupposes various cal priests, the whole tribe of Levi 83
sections of P:81 In the Deuteronomic recapitulation of various events from the time of
1. Din 24s *In cases of a scaly affection, be most careful to do exactly as The Wanderings, the dependence of Deuteronomy on pre-existing sources

the Levitical priests instruct you. Take care to do as I have commanded is obvious. This may be discerned in many parts of the Deuteronomic spy
them (k 'r ,cwytm) The instructions to the priests concerning skin story and its aftermath in Dtn 120-46. The parallel in Num 13-1445, is
diseases are found in Lev 131-1454 (P). essentially derived from JE, with significant introductory material in 13 1-15

2. Dtn 2912: to the end that he may establish you this day as His people and parts of a major speech in 1426-30, 34-38 derived from P.
and be your God, as he promised you (kr dbr 1k) and as he swore The relationship between the two versions is complex. The author of
(wk'Ir nIbe) to your fathers, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob This pro- I the Deuteronomic version appropriated much from the edition in Numbers;
misc to the forefathers is a Deuteronomic comprehension of Gen 177-8 however, because his reason for retelling the story was tendentious, he
(P8) in the light of passages such as Gen 2216-18; 2624 (JE). The pro- omitted many sections from the source.84 The following list of verbatim
misc to the people is based on Ex 67 (PR), Lev 2612 (P). The combina- appropriations indicates the Deuteronomic author's familiarity with both
tion of both promises is found only in 82 JE and P materials, while the notations of context call attention to the

creative rearrangement of the text by the Deuteronomic author: 85




ing features were evaluated in P: A3, A6, A 7a, A9, A 11, A 12. The thrust of his criticism Source Context
concerns the appropriateness of comparing linguistic features and drawing chronological 1 1conclusion from documents representing different literary genres: narratives vrs. technical
records and lists, a) Din 1 2ob86 Moses' address to the people
This issue, raised also by Rendsburg and myself, presents a challenge to a methodology b) Num 13 2a (P) Yahweh's instructions to Moses
which forced Poizin to analyze only what was extant in predetermined blocks of text on m WflK flhv WX (a
the assumption that they were truly representative of a given time. Additional fragmenta- )flW' '2 ) 'i x (b
tion of the sources into genres would have reduced the blocks to insignificant size and 3 'Profane Slaughter,. 11-12.
would have made Poltin's experiment impossible. His conclusions concerning JE, CH, and M Cf. the observations of S.E. Loewenstamm, "The Relation of the Settlement of Gad and
Dtr, which I have not investigated, may still be valid since they are unaffected by this Reuben in Nu XXXII 1-38., Tarbiz 42 (1972-73) 24 note 13.
issue. The division into sources is based primarily on S. R. Driver, An Introduction to the Litera

' J. Milgrom, .Profane Slaughter and a Formulaic Key to the Composition of Deuterono- ture of the Old Testament, N. Y. 1931 (1913 edition), 62-63; G. B. Gray, Numbers (ICC),
my,. HUCA 47, 1976, 3. Milgrom cites Hoffmann, Das Buch Deuteronomium I, Berlin F Edinburgh, 1902, 128-167, 429-420; and M.Noth, Numbers (OTL), Philadelphia, 1968,, I
1913. Cf. Hoffmann ad Deut 12 20-22. 101-112. S.McEvenue's arguments in favor of an additional source in the spy story79 .Profane Slaughter,. 4. consisting of 143, 25b, 30-33, and 39-45 need not be discussed here since he accepts their

eo These examples are selected from those proferred and discussed by Milgrom on pp. 4-6. pre-P origin ('. A Source-Critical Problem in Nm 14,26-38,. Bib 50 (1969) 453-465, cf.
81 I use P, in this part of the paper to indicate those sections which were not subdivided into p.453, and idem,The Narrative Style of the PriestlyWriter (An BibSO) Rome, 1971,91-92).

either P' or P' by Polzin. Translations are cited from the NJPS. The expression is common in Deuteronomy, but here it is elicited by the P verse. Cf.
82"Profane Slaughter,. 10. Din 125; 229; 320.
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